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SUMMARY

The tYpical features of thc mnotion of a nonspherical aerosol particle are

discussed, an overall aim concerning its behaviour in systems of importance

for hunian onvironment is stated and a preliminary objective of studiling a,ethods

for generation, size measurement, deter mination of concentration and assessment

of electric charge is set. Previous investigations in these lines are reviewed.

Starting with model shapes, therei wero produced( by solution spr:'.y-dryirig

almost perfect cubes or parallelpipeds and, by suspension gas atomization,

cylindrical par~icles of glass fibers. The problem it the agglomerate size dhb-

tribution obtained with the latter method of generation was studied experimentally

whereby it has been found that the Poisson Distribution can not be assumed un-

questionably Dispci-sion of powders by aa' turbulence was treated theoretically

and a .2omputatioiial investigation of the adhesionil energy betwen two parallel-

piped at various mutual oricntations begun. Prelimninary results have bteen

achieved.

The size parameters of the produced particles were determined in a

scanning electron microscope by a recently developed photcgraxrimetric mrethod

of observation which proved to sufficiently accurate.

A way of assessing the electric charge of a nonsphericai particle is analyzed

in view of the specificity of its motion and the relation to the principal transla-

tional resistances brought out. The resistance tic- slow motion of an ellipsoid at

Knudsen numbers much smaller than unity has been computed by the numerical

integration of the equations of Oberbeck, thus conferring an extra de.;rec rcf

f:' u LwL 9irfll inn of a .rl,.

The effect of Brownian rotation on the translation of an aerosol particle

was discussed, a series of experiments in this line was set up, and results

which confirmed the direct relationship between the averaging phenomenon and

time achieved.

An apparatus for the determination of the principal resistances of i, non-

spherical particle at varioup Knudsen numnbers has been constructed and a

mathematical procedure for the elucidation of reoults developed.



I. INTRODUCTION

The dvnariical behaviour of solid, nonspherical aerosol particles is very

little known. !n comparison with the relatively well'-studied case of spherical

liquid droplets, the motion of the former is much more complicated. Due to

a lack of spherical symmetry (Fig. 1), these particles manifest a drift in a

direction perpendicular to the acting force and, quite often, a coupled rotational

translational movement. In addition, they undergo like their spherical counter-

Parts stochastic Browman notion which is caused by the incessant, fluctuating

molecular borbardment of the dispersing medium.

The regular movement of solid particles can be formulated in terms of

intrinsic tensors of trnnslai!on, rotation,and coupling that are defined for the

continuous regime, as an example, by (1)'

,- .= - L I< - + C.) -

and by the equations of motion

/' ,l V- k.x, L :..

4 Hi-d- -r + 4-.. r-

The stochastic movement can be treated by LangeVin type equations in which
4 -

a time-dependent force F( t ) or toraue 'r (T- are included in the right-hand

side of Eqs. [31 or (4], respectively (2).

The Brownian and regular rotation of i nonspherical particle affect its

resistance to translation through the change in its orientation with respect to

• Fcr nomenclature see Glossary
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Fig. 1. Typical Photograph oj Atmospheric s iu

Particles; Coal Dust.

(Taken from "Particulate Clouds"' by Green

and Lane, Spun, 1964, Plate 3)
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tlie acting external force and are quite detrimental for the phienonmenon. of

aerosol collect ion by various obstacles (3).

'lhc p)i C.J).1J resistances to translation anmid ottio03 at low Re'ynolds

111M ')V:.Iro a falicti o f the par-ticle's; geometric shape and dimensions; how-

C1. ~ U.% lattc - an n,.t !,,; Z.ver i' errls of one or a faw numbers

as is th: c-isc ifh sp~herical dro,'lct s. To catisfy thle es:scntial need of size

charact. izit ion, there has been aido,)ted a variety of geometric and dynamical

n asurus The iirst group) contains the ''projected area diameter. di which

is derivcLi I roir a circle Nwhose -area equals that of the particle's viewed silhouette

3); likewise, it inclukci the conceptually if not Cxper-inentally used "'volumetric

equivalent dianieter' d. that is related to a sphere of an identical volume. The

sUecond1 glrL11j iO biuseU Oil 6ili~Ulatiiii. bignificant features of partricics' motion

by the movem ient of simplcr Ldc.It consists of measureb 211r'h as the

toeinc., rteaodzaiii ianmeter, ut (4), which are the diameters

of a solid sphere having a terminal velocity in the direction of gravity equal to

that of the actual aerosol particle and the density of the latter or a density of unity,

respectively. This group contains nlso the less known ',rotationally equivalent

ellipsoid" which has the same radii of gyration about its principal axes as thosu

of the particle itself ( 5).

The problemn of size specification of irregular particles is tied to the

choice of successful models;, however, since no one of the existing approachs.

does represent all the properties of the particle, it may he worthwhile to use

Ft combinption that -will furnish a satL;factorv description. Thus, everly bolid

particle may be described by a set of numbers composed of the diameter of the

"ivolumetric equivalent sphere". the three axes of a translationally equivalent I
and the three axes of a rotationally equivalent, ellipsoid.

Hfere one should note the spnkcificity of nonspherical particles with

regard to the action of electric forces. Again, as a result of a lack of spherical

symmtetry, the real or induced electric charges on the suftace of these particles

will be unevenly distributed and so, in the presence of external electric fields,

solid aercsol particles would be subjected to additional torques.
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II. STATEMEN OF AIM

Slrnlarl3 to many aerosol studies, we set before ourselves the ultimate

goal ot determinii, the deposition efticiency ill systelms which arC important

for hur'an environment llowcvur, In view of the lack of basic knowledge on the

dynamical behaviour of nonspherical particles, we prefered to use a methodical

approac'i towards this aim, Thus, in the first stage of the investigation, we chose

to del with I'ledel aerosols and begin a study for:

1. Establishing methods of generation

2. Developing methods of three-dimensional size measurement

3. Assessing the electric charge of the particles.
r

The electric clhrge can be determined by measuring the motion of a
particle in a combinu gravilational - lectric field and utilizilg therealter

the terminal state equations (6)

T + ,r + R

_I-' -- -.v i .

which turn in the case of spin-free ( j = ) symmetric enough ( C 6)

shapes into
--.

In the latter case it is cssential to know the translation tensor and hence,

one has to study preliminarily:

a. The principal translational resisturaces of the particles at varioio'

K~nudsen numbers, Kn

b. The effect of the rot,.tional Brownian motion on the real trajectory.

The last oble " rerpd tr,; ii-- .,i- v,,y importance as it reflected the ,tatistical

nature of a particle's movement which stems from the random change of its

orientation (Chap VII b).



It ought to be remarked with regard 'the general uae of a model that, thugh

Simlplitying iii utters enorim ousk., it sii leavei oil,' 'N itli 'It ile vtiij of whfich

11.PREVIOUS Si'UD~JE.s

aL. Guei aiut ki Ajsl

I The formation of solid aerotiols for technical ana. rediearcilh purp(oses has

been carried tat by tLht following methods;

1 . Spray -dry iug c sf olutions and suspensions ( 7, 5)

2. Powder dispersion b, ii tUrbulent. gas (9)I3. Condenisation oi vqjuiis by tle rial or' py1'tcChildc nounals 10, 11 )

The final product ot these t4cciiiq(ucs is 0aliaerosol Oi priixia1- iNOr :11;0o1. 91ate

particles whose initiail size distribution P]epcnds on the rueclianisni ol cei. ra-

tion and on the imnuectia;. coaguilation thi ren (Let.IFwidaxn ntallv /, (hec procesises of lorniatioui have been studied solely tor
solution spray --drying ( 12. 13 ) and vapour condensation (1-4). No direct invesI ~ ~~tigation has, been i-eporte d. on) productin Of gi('1crtsduring sa spenion1

spray-drying,-a b'1 in )wde diSjpe15i)I b,; air.

b. SiZe l\leas,uP'ercent

The :3i;CC 1At to:itllst Otcin'splhe neal jvf'ti cb 11as ieenl pjR 1ornimd by

methods based f); geornetric mea sures and opex.Ationly convenient voncvpts.

The most widely us;ed amiong thr. first is tVic "prcjecoed area dliameter' wvhich

1~ ~ ~ ~ 1 is ow dcitir niieci also 'Xith sionic new lnst ruintatioa ( 1,1()Amogu

second is the 'alcrudvnanic diameter VJLi LIC can C.iaUred~ With StOber-'

spectrometer and similair apjuaratt (1I 7, 15 ) 01 a suLitable wind tunniel ( 19 ).

The ',projected area diuunciei" depends onl the orientation of the measurecd

pa -iceu at the s~urface of collection and so does not coustitutv. an iustriiisic

property ( 20, 21, 22). Latch , a phograniinct sic wvay Of View!ing eachl 1XILtlei

fronm three directionsu of Pi': a:iei'a 'g !u'i~riict is-'' propused

and checked (20).
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The aerodynamic dliaic~tui is toUlidCLI Oil thuV euimpar'Liu! bctwceii thuvc,ciI

Coilpjofll of the ovein11 I ''chitv ot tall A1111 that 'A ;I Sphewre. TIbis, it dt)s It-

A

nlor L; Vt itc1n ue(hp 'II 1)). .J1u tO tihe Very natLure 01 theC 11 0%

1meCat, it may happen that identival p:articlc.: would be represcnted bv %arjousA

acrod .:i dhmi.vtt'rLu, which :l'o % 6 one ul Itic inherent liiuLaoi ill t11c model -

Ing prOeC(-ure.

c. N"umbejr k.onicefttfationl

Th.. co iub i- ntrationl (t 8oliW icrost) 1, hasI beenI Icasured b

1. (7O1 he cli0'n Ah patil 1 fzin klOva VoIlMuln of gasU I ' eAid Of

A

a'~tah III e s ,24 rt iju ii (,,n 2uxiisi nd sub eq c t A~

inl Ilhu R huoIstroints 2)1 and the Derjagin-Vlasenlko flow

tube (2)

3. Dailk-field photography of the pi~rtieh'S Contained inl a well definled

v olumac (2D).j

d. lelctric Charge Iji.-tribtion

Tihe VIlect ie charge f lIjioIphe iCalI aerosolS h iks- been Cter21iilaud un oiti' b AjI. MeIa.uring thec velocity of Individual particles inl a uniformi elctricA
ficld (30)

2. As;certaining the mobility and tonic eon'-eaient size iiieasan! ut

pa lieLesI which pas. s inl a 1 anduilal H OW thuuu'gh aI SUitabIle c k cCiC 7

conidenlser t'

Here. 'agaia, tIL e-C ha t .'P Dald no allen ion to the itonemcniii~aud conipiexit'.-

of mu otion and what ha6 been deduced fromi thcst- tw~o nuuthos hasL- bteen onl1Y t ht

Stokesian r ael04j LiaInll diamultm
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lV..MODELS AND METHOIDS OF GENERATION -

a. S pr y-dyjigof Siutions

To produce particles of a simple shape we experimented first with

2. 44 'M aqUeous solutions of sodiuni c) oride. The apparatus employed con-

sisted of a Dau~reband- nebulizer (31) and a 210x 107 x 100 cm evaporation -

chamber (Fig. 2) in v.hich the spray-drying was p-rformed. Using this

technique one is confronted frequently with clogging of nozzles by a dried-I

up crust of salt; howvevc-r, we overcamne this difficulty by incorporating in

the SprayePr atir line a train of wash-bottle humiddifiers (32).

ThE di-y particies were sampled with the aid of a thermal precipitator

iC~eiia, LuILunI) in ich siecial arrangemenL was rnade to a -3omnrodaie -

stubs of a scanning electron microscope (Fig. 3), and were observed there-

after in the latter. The collecting surfaces were prepared by cementing t,-

the stubs thin covergla.sses so as to get a smooth substrate. The produced

particles were foiind to be almost porfect cubes or parallelpipeds (Fig.4), which

was not self-evident at all. In uwieral, the shape of the dry residue fromI

an evaporating droplet would depend on an interplay between the rate of

aif fusion of the solvent into the surrounding gas a-nd the rate with which the

solute mnolecules adjius( themselves on the firstly formed solid nucleous or

nu~clei. Thus, under conditions of high supersaturation, one can get from thleI

same sodium chloride material almost ideal 6pheres (33).

The initial size distribution of the particles is related to that of the

primary solution-droplets and the concentration of the salt by

where 1r, ~nd Oq. is a constant of the order of unity. One

should note though that the density of the residueF. is not necessarily equal to

the density, of the bull- crystal and so has to bc checked.
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Fig. 2. Block Diagnam of the Spray-dryirg Aparatua Used for Solutions.

A - Nebulizer, 13 - Evaporation Chan ber, D - Driers,
F 1,F F: - .low m tc rs, 11If - um di ie rs, I - I m~ pacto r ,

M1, M2 - Manometers, T - Thermal Precipitator.

Fiwces IHmdfes natr
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I

V' ~ermal Precipitator Holder for a Stub of a Scanning

1.',octron Microscope (Sche matical).

A -Stuh.
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'IOLi N1ta n S3331
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_b. Spray-drying of Suspensions
A

This method was employed with a suspension of glass fibers that was

prepared b3 mashing a filter mat (Whatman, GF/C Glass Fiber Paper) soaked

A
in den~ineralized water. The suspension (1.1i0 g/l) was spray-dried in an =

apparatus (Fig. 5) consisting of a modified Dautrebande Sprp, er A equipped

with an adjustable impactor (34), and a drying column B. T'he formed parti-

cles were sampled by gravitational sedimentation on stubs prepared by the

technique i.entioned above, and then observed in the scanning electron micro-

scope. The particles were seen to be cylindrical in shape (Fig. 6).

Comparing the typical size of the (ylinders with that of the suspension
JA

droplets, there arose the question of the physicai accommodation of the large A

fibers within the latter. It may be Interesting to inquire into the problem by

a suitable seri,- of experiments, but this was postponed for the future.

Another point to investigate was the agglomeration of primary solid

particles which was due tothe presence of more than one "primary" in an

I * evaporating droplet. -1

(i) Check of the Poisson Distribution

Up to now it has been assumed that the probability of a suspension-

droplet to contain n primary particles is goverr.cd by the Poisson Distribution

(35 - 7)

where i , the first moment - the arithmetic average) of the number con-

centration, is given by

This has been also the guiding formula for performing the necessary dilution

of the bulk suspension in order to obtain pedominantly single particles. I

The assumption of a Poisson Distribution is mathematical in nature;

thus, as the physics of liquid disruption and the distribution of "primaries"
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rvI
NA

M2 A

Air

Fig. 5. Block fllag-ram of the Spray-drying Appartus

Used for Suspensions.

1=D- Driers. F, IF - Flowriicters,2
M, M - Manometers, T - Thermometer.

1 2
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within the droplets could conform to different laws, we thought it worthwhile

to check the point experimentally.

Experi r- ental

The experiments towards this aim consisted of spraying an aqueous

suspension of Polystyrene Latex particles (Dow Chemical Company, Bio-

physics Department, Midland, Michigan) in a saturated humid atmosphere,

and then collecting the sedimenting droplets on a mixture of DioctylphthaLate

(DOP)-Diethylphthalate (DEP) which embodied them snd prevented their

evaporation (38). The collected droplets were photographed through a micre-

scope, the radii of their images measured, and the number of latex particles

in each one of them counted.

The apparatus employed in the investigation (Fig. 71 was composed of

a spinning top instrument A (Reaserch Engineers, London) which was en-

closed within a chamber humidified by a hot water bath B, a hanging-drop

microscopic slide C that contained the DOP-DEP, and a burette D from which

an extra thin layer of the mixture was applied after collection to effect a

complete separation from air. The latex particles used were characterized

by a diameter of 1.305 urn and a standard deviation of 0.0158 urn. The

original suspension (10% v/v of solids) was diluted 2500-fold with demineral

ized water. To ensure that the photographed droplets would remain spherical

we adju ted the density of the DOP-DEP to be a little smaller than that of

the latex erii-sion so that each droplet settled down to the bottom in a time

much greater than that needed for a measurement. It has been found that

using unclean microsz-opic slides is advantageous as each suspension droplet

that sediments spreads out into a non-circular contour and can be dis-

cerned.

A typical photograph of a droplet immersed in a DOP-DEP mixture

is brought out in Fig. 8. The radii of the droplets used ranged between 15

to 50 pm and the average concentration R , deduced from actual counting,

wan found to be invariable over the period of the whole series of experiments.
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Comp.AirIt

Fig. 7. Block Diagralm of thc Apparatus

for Spraying of Suspensions.
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As an extra caution, the fraction of agglomerates within the bulk suspension

was checked and seen to be negligible.

Results

The results from particle counts were grouped in the form of a

cumulative frequency F: ( ,) expressing the fraction of droplets which con-

tained n primary particles.

A comparison between the found and expected frequencies is given in Tables

1, 2, and 4. To check the fitness between the experimental results and the

Poissonitui DistrlbudLon we applied the -x -test whereby a value of 10. 1

for Experiment Series 1 and 129. 8 for Experiment Series 2 was obtained.

As the number of the observed suspension-droplets was inevitably limited,

we normalized both the experimental and the theoretical cumulative fre-

quencics by dividing each one of them by the sum

which seemed reasonable since essentially the n.aximp'. number of

checked "primaries" has been 3. The processed data is brought out in Tables

3 and 5, from which the pertinent X2 values were deduced to be 5 9 and

111. 9, respectively. The results are shown also in Figs. 9 and 10. rhe radii

of the suspension-droplets pertaining to Experiment Series 1 were measured

directly under the microscope with an accuracy of about 10 ,whereas the

determination of the image-radii was carried out with an accuracy of about 2 %.
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Number of n
Droplets 0 1 2 3 4 g(r)

Checked d .. ...

0. 85 0.15 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00
26 16 0. 0862616 0.94 0.05 0.0( 0.00 0.00 o

2(8 ,)0 0.50 0.36 0.10 0.04 0. 0 .0
28 20 . 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.00 092

_,_ 0 _7r, 0.16 0.07 0.00 .0_ 0

80 24 -O 0.264
__0)_ 0.(82 0.16 0.016 0.001 0.00

r  0. S2 0. 18 0..00 0.00 0.00

28 28 0.092.. 73 0.23 0.03 0.004 0.00

*(-n, 0. 69 0.24 0.04 0.03 0.00 1
78 32 10.257

t'(",v) 0. 629 0.291 0.067 0. 010 0. 001

_.,_, 0.45 o. 35 0.10 0.05 1 0 .0
20 3 f (?b), n O, .!)2 0. 34 0. -,; G. 024 O. 004 O06

( 0. 36 0.44 0. 16 0. 00 10. 04
25 40 (0. 082

0.40 0.37 0.16 0.05 0.01

( , 0.037 0.12 0.37 0.00 0.12
8 44 (' 0. 0. 0268f4 0.30 0.3 1 0.22 0.09 0.03

__ _,_)_0.-50 0.2o U. I U 0. j) 0 . 33

4o t ) 0.21 0.33 0.2j 0.13 0.05 0.033

Table I Comparison between Differcncial Frequencies

of "Primary" Occurance. Experiment Series i

( C, = 2. 7x107 particles/cm3 ;

to iJ number of checked droplts - 303)
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n F (fl)eF

0 0.66 0.69

1 0.24 0.20

2 0.07 0.06

3 0.02 0.01

40. 007 0. 002

Table 2; Comnparison between Found and Expected Cu~nulative

Frequenceis of "Primary" Occuranco. Experiment

Serieri 1

73Q 2. 7 x107 particles/ cm

total number of checked droplets -303)



Fi (n) F(1

c. no

00. 67 0.72

10. 24 0.21

2 0. 070.6

30. 02 { 0.01 ]

Table 3: Comparison between Found and Expe-cted Normalized

Cumulative Frequencei B of "Primnary" Occurance.

ExPerinient Ser-'Es 1

(Q = 2. 7x107 particles /cm3

total number of checked droplets - 303)
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I

FFp

n F(n),
200 A3q

droletn droplets

0.61 0.58 0.54

1 0.26 0.26 0.15 1

2 0. 07 0.10 0.04

L -- _ _ ___________

3 0.03 0.04 0.01

4 0.00 0.01 0.002

Table 4: Comparison betwoen Found and Expectid Cumulative

a Frequencies of "Primary" Occuranoe.

Experiment Series 2

(Q =2.69x10
7 particles/OM

3

total number of checked droplet,,- 439)

I?
I

I
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gI

n F(n) F(n]e, no t 9:

0 0.59 0.73

1 0.26 0.20

2 0.10 4 . 05

3 .05.1

Table 5: Comparison between Found and Expected

Normalized Cumulative Frequencies of

"Primary" Occurance. Experiment Series 2

(Q=2.69x10 7 particles/cm3 ;

total number of checked droplets - 439)

l,1
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I F(n)

0.1

0.010

V
to 0.01 *

03

i 0

SI 1I , 1 ,,
0.001 0 1 2 3 4 ;

n

Fig. 9. Cumulative Distribution of Agglomerate Size *

(Experiment Series 1, Table 2).

o - perLmenta, . - TheoreUcal
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F(n)
I

0.1 0

II 
I

0.01 1

0 1 2 3 .1
n

Fig. 10. Cummulative Distribution of Agglomerate Size °

(Experiment Series 2, Table 4, 439 Droplets)

o - Experimental, . - Theor 1
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iDiscussion

The comparison between the experimental results and the theoretical

P expectations points out that the distribution of agglomerate sizes in our case A
of dispersion from n spinning top is significantly not Poissonian. This is

in discord with the study of Raabe (37). One should note that in general it is

not safe to match distributions according to their tails; so, any applicability

i - examination has to be regarded only as a test for a representative nia'he-

matical furmula.

The process of "primary" distribution within the droplets depends

probably on the mechanism of suspension disruption. It surely needs

further investigation especially to clarify the influence of particle shape.

The immediate conclusion,however, is that considerations of pre-dilution

based on the Poissonian Distribution can not be relied upon unquestionably

and need be checked in every case.

c. Dispersion of Powders by Air Turbulence

In spite of its extensive use for a long time the dispersion of a powder A

by turbulent gas has not been treated in a quantitative way. Thus, we thought

it worthwhile to try a rough analysis of the problem. I

If one pays attention to a powder-aggregate that is lifted into air by

turbulence and is subjected to the mutually opposing action of fluctuating

then one can formally write for the equilibrium d3,namic utate (39)

C.T_ ) ~ [13]

The average fluctuating energy within an agitated aerosol in which local iso-

tropy is assumed, for example, can be ex)ressed bv

)I

-, r----- - ILI
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where Vz(C .) is given in

for the case of 4Ii. " C
and in

for the case of i f being th scale of eddies of Reynolds

ramber i possesing maximum energy-dissipating properties. The energy

of adhesion, on the other hand, has been calvudated under the assumption of

a Lennard- Jones, seventh power law for the cases of:

a. Two spheres, or a sphere and a plane as an asymptotic instance (40, 41)

b. Two parallel plates whose area is large compared to their separation (40)

c. Two discs of infinite thinness (42)

d. Two parallelpipeds that are oriented parallel to each other (43).

The case of the parallelpipeds was further treated by us in a way wi, - he

mutual orientation was allowed to vary, which was thought to be signlita.

also for problems of sticking of particles that impinge on solid planes at an

arbitrary angle (44) (Fig. 11 b). In Vold's study (43), the potential integral

V1, V,

is written in cartesian coordinates as

U " ff1 Y... .. .. .. ..



I wherefronm she gets after two integrations]

IL U<-( , i ~j ~ " Li ( R

in which t X V

For the~ instunce of two parallelpipeds having one face ini the same plane

(Fig. 12), and for identical particles of length ~',she obtains (43)

+ IC I
that was expanded in powers of ' < £ to give

~~~~~~~ 71~ z7.~iRI fj

+ f~j]
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Fig. 12. Two Identical ParallelpiPOd Particles

In Variousw Mutual Orientations.
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Here we extended the mathematical treatment to include mutual orientation

of 0 ! 0 T- I/2 (fig. 12 c). A part of the results for the adhesional

tenergy vs. 0 is presented In Fig. 13 but studies in this line are still in

progress.

(i) Dispersion of a Dry Power (Experimental)

Dispersion of our glass fiber powder was finally performed by R

vigorous -2aking of the dry material and application of an air stream to

carry over the floating particles. The glass powder was prepared by sub-

jecting the commercially available mats to a cutting action of a 2 blade,

3 cm long flat propeller (ESGE, 100 W blender) at 10000 rpm for 3 minutes.

V. 3MZE DETERMINATION

NatuTally , the true size of a nonspherical particle would be specified

by the internally-based coordinates of its surface points. This is a difficult

task that can be accomplished essentially in a number of ways (5, 20). The

method adopted by us was uhotogran metric in the sense that a three dimen-

sional pattern was infered from information of a two dimensional space.

Every particle was viewed through an electro-optical instrument from three

directions of sight (Fig. 14), the Z coordinates of the

images noted and the data processed according to the equations (45)

A

r1

( / C4', k7L) E(x ~ /fl I/ CxM) Ij [2-.2J

JJ LA

(XI
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Fig. 13. Energy of Adhesion between two Parallelptped

Particles vs. Angle of Orientation (Arbitrary Units).
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A
+ P 2-5vs~

j Tj

and L1

where j :(JI ( . u)j :2 and

In our study we ased the Hebrew University Scanning Electron Micro-

s.cope (Stereoscan Mk IV, Cambridge, England) in which the secondary

emission mode was employed. Limiting ourselves to cylindrical particles

(Fig. 6), we had a relatively Rimple ohjeet of deterining only two para-

meters, viz. the length L and the diameter C , The particles were

collected on glass covered stubs, shadowed with gold up to a thickness of

a couple of hundred Angstroms, and observed from 00, 20 ° and 40 ° . In

the actual instrumental technique, the angle of sight was changed by small

increments while refocusing constantly on the image. Particle length was

calculated by the equation

L z( + y + .(12)L ZH)

+_ 6 2 (xi/')2 M. fl x .Xj M, M

where IlL --

and JT . . .. C ) -4'(l l I - I -I4 ] ]
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t= The diameter of the fibers was deduced from the (unvaried) projection C (j)

perpendicular to the direct'on of length,
iI "J /'j L <

1) Accuracy and Error Determination
L:

a. Systematic Error Estimation

The perspective error which arises from unequal magnification of the

fore and rear sections of an object, can be estimated by the correction

terms (±o)

4. X ' 1 -

U, L2 2 L.

and

The tilt error that stems from a change in magnificatlion which is caused when

the axis of rotation does not coincide with the optical one, can be calculated

by (4 5)

i - *

LL

C.Zj x L
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Under the operating conditions of our scanning electron microscope

and so, for tihe employed angles of sight and value of L ,one can neglect the=

two above-mentioned errors.

b. Operational Errors

The magnification of the microscope during operation was constant up to

1 -1.5 % Ahile the specification of the angle of sight w s accurate b 1/20.

2. Results

As the algebraic sigit of x: or . could not be ascertained, we calculated I
for eacn particle the possible values L . related to various pairs of

angles, and decided upon the correct le-gth by finding the .natching pair (20)

Results of typical determinations are shown in Table 6.

3. Discussion

The photogrammetric method seenms to be operative; however,in

passing from the simple shapes checked here to more complicated ones we may

expect new difficulties Thus, the general problem of viewing the concave

portions of a surface as well as its underneath sections can then arise (Fig. 15). -

Also. the actual number of points whose coordinates have to be analyzed,and the

advantageous way of interpolation, should then be tackled.

In our method. the time necessary to observe one particle from three

directions of sight is about 10 minutes, which is prohibitive for field purposes:

however, there always e: -t8 the possibility of interfacing directly the signal

data to a suitable computei.
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Ordinal Nurnber L Il L ,L. C
of particle

-t-
33.9 35.9 21.1

14.8 1.014.7 14.8 14.9

69.5 71.4 15.1
2 14.6 1.014.0 14.6 37.5

21.9 12.3
123 9.9 12.3 0.90

II

Table 6: Typical Analysis of Results Acquired by Sighting the

Particle at an Angle of : 1- 0, 2-20 ° , 3 40 °

to the Nornal of the Collecting Surface.

L - matched value of length
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VI. DETERMINATION OF NUMBER CONCENTRATION

No attention has been paid in the first period of study to methods of

determination of number concentration. The Derjagin-Vlasenko (28) or the

filtration-counting (23, 24) techniques appear to be appropriate and easy

to carry out. Consequently, we postponed this phase of study for more im-

mediate and pressing needs.

VII. ASSESSMENT OF ELECTRIC CHARGE

The determination of the electric charge of a single aerosol particle

and, hence, the charge-size distribution was chosen to be performed by

measuring the velocity of motion in a combined gravitational and uniform

electric field, As pointed our beforehand, the application of the method to

even the simple case of a spin-free ( -O ) , symmetric particle ( z Q)

does require a knowledge of the translation tensor K If one writes

Eq. [7) in an explicit form based on a system of cartesian coordinates

along the principal axes of translation x', ' and an external system

j; f (6), then

K' 3~ . 3(,
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VI. DETERMINATION OF NUI ... R CONCENTRATION

No attention has been paid in the first period of study to methods of

determination oi namber concentration. The Derjagin-Vlasenko (28) or the

filtration-counting (23, 24) techniques appear to be appropriate and easy

to carry out. Conseqiently, we postponed this phase of study for more im-

mediate and pressing needs.
I

VII. ASSESSMiENT OF ELECTRIC CHARGE

The determination of the electric charge of a single aerosol particle

and, hence, the charge-size distribution was chosen to be performed by

measuring the velocity of motion in a combined gravitational and uniform

electric field. As pointed our beforehand, the application of the method to

even the simple case of a spin-free ( = , symmetric particle ( 0)

does require a knowledge of the translation tensor K If one writes

Eq. (7] in an explicit form based on a system of cartesian coordinates

along the principal axes of translation 2 ' ,' and an external system

, (6), then

K -I
4 ~ -A

*~~ ~~ 3 ,) ~J
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or

.

pJUz ( L ej 1. -r C) e1

and

-3 j. 34

where ij is the cosine between the coordinates axes and

etc. In principle, it is possible to determine both the charge and the

mass m of a simple particle after the rate of motioni I JV'i is measured

at two orientations C± and 0., (Fig. 16).

The theoretical calculation of the translation tensor has been successful

with regard to a sphere (46-48), a spheroid (47, 48) and an infinite circular

cylinder (50), at Reynolds numbers much smaller than unity and for a con-

tinuous medium ( K,., 4< t ), The case pertaining to a molecular regime

C K, i ) has been computed in relation to a sphere (51), an infinite cylinder,
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Fig. 16. Schematical Description of a Nonspberical Particle

in a Gravitational°-Ele ctric Field.
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a spheroidand a cube (52). The extremely important situations concerning

slip and transition flow have not been subjected to rigorous treatment and

only an approximation procedure exists (53).

a. Resistance of an Ellipsoid to Creeping Motion at Very Small

-Knudsen Numbers

The translation tensor of an ellipsoid at creeping flow conditions and in

a continuous medium has been calculated by Oberbeck to be (54)

+ < C/X~ >L Ji

where

CC + 12. c f cIb(C'*)

T heseA and Q A)

These equations have been integrated only for the case of a spheroid as !-

mentioned above (47); however, since a general ellipsoid suggests an extra

degree of freedom in the simulation of a solid particle by that form, we thought

it worthwhile to perform the integrations of [40 numerically. These were

carried out according to Simpson's law using the Hebrew University CDC

6400 computer.

Results

The results of the integrations are brought out in Tables 7 through 9

and Figs. 17 through 19, where R . and c , defined by

- .
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Fig, 19. Resistance of an Ellipsoid to Motion in a

Continuous Fluid Along Axis c ,
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3/ (s,) a c/( + ',5")

are th2 racli of a sphere having the same resistance to motion as an ellispoid

that translates along axas 0, - or C , respectively. The accuracy of the

calculation, was determined by a comp.irison between the values for rotational

ellispoids and those obtained by the analytical procedure (55).

Discussion

It turns nut that the accuracy depends on both the interval step

and the value for the upper limit of the integials; however, whereas the con-

vergence of the solutions as a function of AX is very fast, most of the problem

is due to the finrieness of the limit. The smaller the product c the lower

is the value of the upper limit which is necessary to achieve a specific accuracy,

or in other words, the Lr,,ater the ratios tiO and C/a , the higher should

be the said ILmit.

The accuracy of t;,e integrations is of the order of 3%, which is suf-

ficient for our purposes. It can be increased but only at a considerable expense

of computer time.

From the results, one can see that the influence of the asymmetry of the

ellipsoid may reach the order .f a couple of hundred percent.

b. Effect of Brownian Rotation

The motion of a nonspherical particle may be complicated due to an inter-

action between translation and rotation which constantly changes the orientation
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angles. The interaction can be caused both by a fluid dynamic effect ( C

) and by the unbalanced impacts of the molecules of the medium which

bring forth a rotational Brownian movement. For some symmetrical forms

the first facLor vanishes 0 whereby the orientation of the particle

becomes neutrally stable. On the other hand, the Brownian action does alwaye

rem ain.

The extent of Brownian rotation in a continuous fluid is given for a

sphere by (56)

i It. : 2]r~

and for a spheroid of Y. > 0. which turns about its equatorial axis, by

(56)

0
The times necessary to achieve a root mean square angle of 45 are shown

in Tables 10 and 11.

From these tablea it is immediately perceived how inherently stochastic

is the orientation of a nonspherical aerosol particle as well as Its whole motion

(Equs. [371 through [391). In essence, the movement of such a particle may

be considered as a series of random flights of a variable step length. Thus,

The restriction to 4x )> 0.- is not needed since one may use

for the mobility of a proiate ellipsoid the expression (57)

1~71

C rCL j." jC i)1>
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d time in airat me in watr

(yin) 1 atm. (siec.)(c)

0.4 0.00028 0.015

1 0. 0044 0. 24

2 0.035 1.9

4 0.28 15

10 4.4 24'1)

20 35 1900

40 280 15000

100 4400 240000

200 35000 1900000

Table 10: Rotational Brcwnian Movement of Spheres.

Times (sec. ) Needed for a Root Mean SquareI

Rotation of 45 0 at 200 C ( 56)
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1 O 00081

2 0,04 0.0075
5 0o.054 ..074 0. 102

10 0. 3b 0.44 0.59 0.81

.i20 2.5 . 3.0 3.7 4.7 7.4

,100 229 267 306 358 435 810 o

200 1650 1910 2130 245G 3020 3680

_ _ _ __ __

. water

1 0.0 0 045

2 0.426 0.41

5. 3.0 . 4.1 5.7

II

10 20 24 33 45 7

20 13 168 204 260 410 80

100 12700 14800 17000 2400 20 45000

Table I1: Rotational Brownan Movement of Rod Shaped

(Ellipsoidal Needle-like) Particles. Times (see.)Needed for a Root Me1n Square Rotation of 45at 202 C (5 3

100 270 1400 10001990 2400 500

20 16 16 j 24 26 41
- _ __ _ _- - -
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on the conditions of a fast relaxation time " (55), one would have

and

where AI

the orientation angles themselves determined by a probability function

4

The averaging of the stochastic motion is still carried out by the procedure

(58, 59)

however, a new way of calculation has been lately suggested in a computational

(55) and theoretical (60) study where the velocity of the particle is expressed by

-)- - f2

t
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On the experimental side of the problem, there has not been any quanti-

tative investigations related to the Brownian rotation of an aerosol particle.

Thus. as the phenomenon is of great practical importance, we set out to

perform a preliminary series of experiments.

(i) Experimental

Schematically, a typical trajectory of a sedimenting particle in a -A

neutrally stable orientation may look as shown in Fig. 20. So, one can expect

that, becpuse of Brownian rotation, the overall drift of such a particle should I
diminish with time. The extent of this effect constituted the aim of our experi-

ments.

In these experiments a model aerosol of glass fiber particles (Chap. IV b)

was introduced into a sedimentation chamber A having for a bottom a diaphragm

with a centrally located, wedge-shaped hole (Fig. 21). Below the diaphragm

there was placed a scanning electron microscope stub B to whose surface a

cover glass had been cemented as mentioned above. The distance between the

stub a.,! the hole C could be varied, thus affecting " the time available for a

particle to change its orientation. The actual procedure consisted of sucking

into the chamber a test aerosol which settled down under convection-free con-

ditions. After an elapse of safficient time, the stub B was dissembled, gold

shadowed (Chap. V and then observed in the scanning electron microscope.

To measure the "smearing out" influence of the Brownian movement, we

determined the maximal angle of overall drift 1Y (Fig. 20) by locating the

particle situated farthest from the center of the stub. This psrticle w,±s photo-

graphed from three directiono of sight and its dimensions calculated according

to our photogrammetric method. Actually, since each measured particle

could have fallen through the chaphragm hole at points bounded by the two

extremes A and B (Fig. 20), the indeterminacy in Y amounted to

- C 3
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'us..Particle
ho

t-dA--Id ~

Fig. 20 Typical (Projected) Trajectory of a Sedimenting,

Rotating Particle.
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Aerosol

A Aerosol

-14 161mm

Fig. 21. Sedimentation Cell for the Determination of

"Orientation-Ave raging" (Schematical).

I - Cell, 1i - Diaphragm.
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As a precaution, we checked the possible influence of electric charges on the

trajectory of the particles by comparing results first while using a dielectric

diaphragm and secondly eiployinga brass one. The pattern of the sediment

in the two cases was observed under a light microscope and the difference I
seen to be negligible. The center of the stub was found by a simple geometric

way during observation in the scanning electron microscope. Also, the posi-

tion of the diaphragm hole relatvie to the center was ascertained by the aid

of a bulky deposit of talc particleswhichware allowed to fall in the sedimenta-~tion chamber.

Results

The angles of overall drift were determined for varios depths and

compared with the maximal deflections calculated from continuous fluid

dynamics according to (fig. 22) (61)

,/4 -3(' (L/c) ?

which gives

where

The results are presented in Table 12, in Figs. 23 through 27, and in the

summarizing Fig. 28.

I
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i

Particle

/ xX

ZIIz 0 0
Direction Of 1
Motion

Fig. 22. Oblique Fall of a Cylindrical Particle.

;LI ---- mmI
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L(pm) Cim L/C ~~. ___

ho 2. 65 mm

10.2 0.23 44.6 0.04 0.46 0.22

3. 6 0.47 81.4 0.06 0.47 0.23

32.8 0 55 59.7 0.01 0.43 0.22

50.3 0.30 167.6 0. 07 0.49 0.25

27.0 1]8 22.9 0.00 0.41 0.19

h h0 =3. 15 mm

f 14.8 0 96 15.4 1.36 1. 1 0.21

14.6 1.0 14.6 0.13 0.48 0 16

0.2.3 0.88 14.0 0.35 0.70 J 0.15

h = 4.20 mm
0

7.6 0.34 22.2 0.10 0.36 0.18
t

6. 6 0.47 14.0 0.00 0.26 0.15

6.9 0.14 47.5 0.13 0.39 0.22

20.8 1.23 16.9 0.11O 0.26 0.17

25.6 1.68 15.2 0.13 0.40 0.16

Table 12: Overall Drift Angles ol Cylindrical Particles

for Various Depths of Fall.



Table 12: (cont td)

L (im) C (PiM jL/C (tW)

ho= 5. 20 mm.

1 1

-I59

6.1 0.36 17.0 0.72 0.93 0.174.IO.3 170O42O.9,.1

11.8 0. 2t 56.9 0.14 0.35 10.22
h = 5.85 mm.

0

2.70 0.24 11.3 0.21 T 0.40 0.14

3.8 0.18 20.7 0.05 0.24 0.18

21.4 0.70 30. 3 0.08 P. 27 0.20

21.9 0.46 54.8 0.03 0.21 0.22

18.2 0.22 83.8 0,08 0.26 0.23

33.5 0.45 73.5 0.03 0. 22 0.23

ho= 7.55 mm.

9.9 1.43 6.94 0.10 0.24 0.07

29.8 2.7S" 10.8 0.32 0.47 0.13

10.6 0.25 42.6 0.70 0.84 0.21

8.2 1.1 7.42 0.49 0.64 0.09

I
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Table 12: (Cont'd)

L Qm) C~pi L/C f '.) I ____

h0= 10.75 mm

3.6 0.26 13.7 0.41 0.52 0.16
______ _____ ______.__1_____I

8.5 0.27 31.5 0.42 0.52 0.20

ho= 10.9 mm

7.5 0.88 8.85 0.02 0.12 0.11

8.5 0.50 17.1 0.00 0.10 0.17

13.8 0.47 10.3 0.00 0.10 0.14

19.6 1.13 17.7 0.03 0.13 0.17

h0  10.95 mm.

9.8 1.11 8.8 0. 0? 0.12 0.11

10.1 1.25 8.1 0.04 0.14 0. 0

-Am
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Table 12: (cont'd)

f
L C I,/C

h 0  14.85

ii2.0 I 18 10A 0 .O00O 07 0.13 1

2__ .0 0. 1 o0 __ 20.9 0.1 0.17 b .: 1
!2. 1 0.54 3.9 0.01 0.2] , 0.04

4.5 0.18 25.2 0.10 0.17 0.19

33. 0 j 10 J 33.0 0.03 0.11 0.20

ho 16.35mm 

10.9 0.32 34.3 0.11 1 0.17 0.20 -_

13.1 0.77 17.0 A. 08 0.14 0.17

,5.1 0.51 10.0 0.13 0.20 0.13

5.2 0.19 2G. 5 0. 16 0.23 0.19

13.7 0. 40 34.4 0. 04 0! .i 0.2

4.2 0.28 15.3 0._118 0.116

7. 1 0o. 34 21. 3 0.10 o I 0.17 0.17

I 14.2 0.36 39.2 0.04 0.10 0.21

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I ~._ 0 2 1!
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Fig. 23. Overall Drift Angle of Cyllndricea! Particles vs.

Ratio Of Length to Diameter.
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0.4 0

0.3-

0

tantj ~

10 50 100
L/C

Fig. 24. Overall Drift, An; ic of Cylindricl1 Particles

v8. Rlatio of Length to Diame~ter.

h o 585 Tn.* & ,o- ,q.
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i I I I I I I I -- ! I '- T
tA

0.15 -

0

tanW
0.10- 0 0

AI

0.05-

FO 20
L./C

Fig. 25. Overall Drift Angle of Cylindrical Particles

vs. Ratio of Length to Dl,;meter.

h0 10.9 MMn. ' (I In T #'V, V0- 'PA o -,,
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'ig. 26. Overall Drift Angle of Cylindrical Particles

vs. Ratio of Length to Diameter.
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Fig. 28 ( tr,, .f - Io ct-n ,a ) vs. Depth of Fall of Cylindrical

IParticles for Various lBatlos of Length to Diameter.
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Discussion

From these results one sees that:

1. The overall trajectory of our cylindrical partilces is not in the direction

of gravity

2. The maximal, overall drift angle is Indeed decreasing with time

3. The "smearing out" of the orientatior effect is not complete even in tmes

of the order of 10 - 100 sec., so that the distribution of overall drift angles

has to be taken into account

4. The maximal, overall drift angles are occasionally greater than those

computed on continuous fluid assumptions.

The last finding may be ascribed to the "slip flow", in which resistance to motion

is smaller than thlt calculated from classical fluid dynamics. If we express the

principal resistances of a cylindrical particle by the intermediate regime equations

K4  = K' +( 4 L D

and

K: I,~3  e ic) [5

where K , 1(3 are the continuous dynamics values and P, (1- are surface-

dependent constants of the order of unity (62), then (6)

SK i_~ + K, 'OXP [.5 J
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Some typical values of o( are brought out in Table 13.

(if) Motion of a Cylindrical Particle in a Liquid

At this stage we thought it worthwhile to check the continuous fluid equations

by repeating the set of experiments of part (i) in a liquid medium. The results

from these experiments would not be applicable to the transition regime but wouid

represent the situation for K<- </ I The sedimentation cell designed for this

purpose consisted of (Fig. 29) a chamber A, a scanning electron micrc.3cope
A

stub B, ana a drainage arrangement C.

Experiments along this line are still in progress.

c. Determination of the Principal Resistances of Nonspherical Particles

From our analysis it seems that the logical way to study the movement

of a nonspherical particle is the application of a random flight treatment to the

constantly changing fluid dynamic resistance, and the employment of suitable

equations of motion for each time interval. A
The principal resistances of solid particles have been determined theoret-

ically for a few cases of interest; no systematic, experimental investigation

in this area has been carried out. Thus, we started a study towards the measure-

ment of the resistances, which links with the second-year stage of the project.

Experimental

The apparatus constructed for this purpose (Fig. 30) consisted of a stereo-

sedimentation chamber A where it was possible to observe a falling particle

from two directions of sight ( g 1200), and a vacuum system B (Fig. 31)

with the aid of which the total pressure of the medium could be reduced. As the I

mean free path of the gas molecules is inversely proportional to the pressure,

one may study the role of the Knudsen number Kmt (: / while keeping the

aerosol properties constant (63).

The trajectory of a falling particle was observed and recorded by iow-

magnification microscopes and suitable cameras G1 , G2 (Fig. 31) (Olympus,
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A
IC/2 (prn) L ( )L/ (C/2) 4 o)o

30 2.46

0.05 2.5 50 40 2.75

54. 8* 3.42

30 2.04

0.1 5 50 40 2.19

54.8 2.55

1.7730 . 7

0.2 5 25 40 1.86

54.8* 1.90

Table 13: The Ratio " for Various Cylindrical Particles.

S,,, 4! and t are taken to be

0.9, 0.9. and 0. 1 urn, respectively.

• - Orientation of maximal drift angle

( '4 , = 19. 50) according to continuous

fluid dynamics.
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03 ~AerosoL

C 2

to
vacuum C

A erosol
to D.C sourceI

Tef to Light

Microscope- Camera
Observation ports

Fig. 30. The Ste reo-sclnwntation Cell (Schu-niaticai).

A - Stub of a Scanniug JFectron Microscope,

B - Electromnagneticailly Operated Valve

Composed of n Teflon Rod and an Iron
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Chopper

AI

Fig. 31. Block Diagram of the Stereo-Observation System.
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P M-6), the light source E was a HIe-Ne laser (Spectra Physics, Model 134-5,

5 wW), and the time scale device was an electronically stabilized chopper

(Ithaco, Model 382). A special problem was posed by the metallic vacuum

valves C,- C. which were finally made as shown in Fig. 32.

1i) Calculational Procedure

Due to the stereo-arrangement, the (three dimensional) trajectory and

terminal velocity of motion of a solid particle could be calculated unequivocally.

The velocity of fall is given here by (Fig. 33) *

)~~i 1{~ 2C(jsi~~+~ % 2(.s I ~f~ ioaC

Si" T' 1 SI m /P) 57

where q& U L., UL b. + Q n 40

.- S 0,/ L ( ,3 S Wl Trl3 '

and u. u, , I, .oL are the magnitudes of the projected velocity and the

angles it subtends to the direction of gravity on the optical image plane of

the microscope-cameras G1 and G respectively.

The angle . (Fig. 33) is expressed by

* see Appe d , . ,x [59

•see Appendix
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Fig. 32. Schematic Diagram of the Metallic Vacuum Valve.
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so, the horizontal and vertical pomponents would be given by

"~~ (,,) ., , ." ( ~" .=,) '" 1601
t :--

r
and

In the case of a cylindrical particle (Fig. 22) which changes its orientation during

fall and for a negligible relaxation time after each step (55), one has

-.. 2

~*~lU ~K~ 1< 3 ) ~ ~[621

and

Thus, denoting K3 X, kA- (ULR

we get Iron; Eqs [63] and 16 5 j

;. < "-t,)l(X -Y .- ,
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which gives on substitution in [621 and (641

and

or, after squaring and rearranging,

;E( X4 + Y) X-X Y = , j .1 '

and

+-"y:, Y) -j: - '--. f3 " t [_

where f' z "

At this stage, designating X)(0 *- ', y2( Y = U,

we obtain from [691, 1701

-(X +{) -C- ')/( 1'- 3") _ ' .l

and

,)-xY -- J3(4'- ' C fYJ

Finally, from Eqs. [711 and 172j we get a quadratic equation for X which

can be easily solved. It should be noted that, for the cylindrical case,

K1. > ) k' ,and so ><. ,

Expt~riiieiit with the ttre-,dintatin cell are buing carri.d out now.
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-A
G LOSSARY

.- sen.i-axis of an ellipsoidal particle

Q1cj. -semi-equtorial axis of a stAneroidal particle

:p ead defined in text

-,: j. - constant defined2 - tex-_

A instrumental constant, defiad in text

fuid A An. - dcfilntd in ext

tex

P'A defined in tex-

S semi-axis of an elLps -idl particle
} L - semi-polar axis of a spntroidal particle

Cdefined in ext

S- fluiddynaic =obifsh, of an aerosol particleI
-B. - instrumenta.1 constant, def~ned in text-

defined in text

- semi-axis of art ellipsoidal particle

¢' - defined in text =

c.$ - concentraticz of salt in bulk solution

CR - coupling tensor defined with respect to center of hydrodynamic reaction

C - diameter of a cylindrical particle

C. l, C - dianeters of image of a cylindrical particle viewed along directions,

respective ,y

C L - co:. -an:s defined in text

4 - diame er of a spherical particle; d - aerodynamic diameter;

P -roj.-ctcd area diameter; C4, - Stokesian diameter;
- volumetric equivalent diameter

CA c. - lateral displacements of sedimented particle from projection of points

A and 3, respectively

- rotational diffusion coefficient of a spherical particle

) , u - rotatP.,al diffusion coefficivnt of an ellipsoidal particle ]
E - intensity of electrostatic field

I 6.III -
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*.i-) relative, kinetic energy of turbulence, expressed in text

4 - energy of adhesion between aggregate "primaries" separated by e,.ti.

f6,ii) - distribution density of agglomerate size

distribution density of dried-up salt particles

I- - force acting on a particle

F(n) FG1), cumulative frequencies, defined in text

acceleration of gravity; , - absolute value of a

C (r) - distribution density of suspension droplet sizes

KL - correction term for perspective orror, defined in text

- distribution density of solution droplet sizes

k - depth of fall of a rotating particle below diaphragm

H - angular momentum of an aerosol particle with respect to center of

hydrodynamic reaction

1, - unit vectors along coordinates x . respecti ly

4, J - unit vectors along coordinates ,j , respectively

- Boltzmann's constant

- correction tern, for perspective error, defined in text

_ N - unit vector along coordinates k 1- , respectively

K - translation tensor

'. 1 K11 K4 - principal resistances of a nonspherical particle

- Knudsen number ( ('Ic , for example)

C - length of a parallelpiped particle

ef. - effective separation between two neighbouring "primaries" in an aggregate

- step length of a randomly moving particle during time interval f-4 .

mean free path of gas molecules within the medium

- correction term for perspective error, defined In text

- cosine between coordinate axes and

L - length of a cylindrical particle

L - scale of maiin flow in an agitated, turbulent aerosol

L,. - distance along optical axis butween the first lens of the scanning electron

rricroscope and the surLicc of che stuh
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W " - n-ass of an aerosol particle

7nL - correction term for perspective error, defined in text

magnification of scanning electron microscope wi l

M ,t r4j- magnification of sca nning electron microscope when viewing along

L: j directions respectively

- nun bcr of primary particles in an aggregate I
! "kn - avcragc number of primary particles in an aggregate

- electric charge of an aerosol particle

-nu!.ber of atoms per unit volume

- average nun-her of primary particles per unit volume of suspension

r - radius of a sp!huric:U particle

r., r,, - 1in its of size distribution of spherical particles

- separation between elenents of volume in two neighbouring parallelpiped

particles

- radius vector of a point in a turbulent fluid from origin of a fixed system

of coordinates A
- defined in text

4,% R c - radii of spheres having the same resistance as an ellipsoid moving

alon- axes , i , respectively

3 S - size o a dried-up salt particle

-t: - time

tonpratur ( )

- torque of fluid d'namic forces operating on a particle with respect to

center of hydrodynamic reaction; 1, I ( torques due to
gravit."tion and elcctrostatic forces, r-ectively

v " (ar'c. Ii.,norlinateS defined in Fig. 12

V - translational velocity of an aerosol particle; u,? - velocity of center of

hydrodynar'ic reaction; U - termninal velocity;

( (u ). con-ponents or terminal velocity alon- X/ coordinates,

respectively,

/L y - volul.s ( po ntsral triil ccd particles



A

V(r) - velocity of a point in a turbulent fluid relative to a fixed system of coordinates

W - working distarnce of the scanning electron microscope

WG (. +

C , ) ,(- - ), - , - artesiin coordinates

of a photogrammetrically measured particle based on the bisector of the angle.

between direction of sight and a (Fig. 14)

, / - cartesian coordinates based on substrate surface of a measured

particle (Fig. 14)

' ~ d) - cartesian coordinates external to a moving

particle and along its principal axes of translation, respectively

" -cartesian, coordinates defined in Fig. 12

XI a/ K'1t , for a cylindrical particle

J K,3 for a cylindrical particle

Greek Letters

dC1 - defined In text

01, at, - angles between projection nf velocity of fall on image planes of microscope-

camera G 1 . G2 and direction of gravity, respectively

d' d ' - defined in text

P= =- ( '.U-

- angle between axis of cylindrica! particle and vertical coordinate

( = direction of gravity)

p. - defined in text

- deftned in text

- angle between directions of observation in the stereo-sedimontation cell
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C- local energy dissipation rate per unit mass in an agitated aerosol

'L, . - dummy variables

- scale of eddies of Reymods number 1 in an agitated aerosol

e mutual orientation angle between two parallelplped particles

- n:ih of Brownian rotation

- co:'V,,cal ellipsoidal coordinate

X L - Lo:ndon constant

- v~scostv o* gascous medium

t'- - &:LV t 'SCoOR icdrS

- rcaxation ' of an a,;rcsol particle

- h,!! ..... "c bctwecn 'wo directions of 3ight in photogr.,nmetric

O0 S' rv' 2.,, ('2q

- ',,:',.. . rcc'ion of s:-ht which is closes" ' the stub md its

pr)C::on ont '. 3 ! .ttc-

) - o" "":" ..... Ic def>?ed "n r: s. 16 and 22 V
or:>'ntation ", ,in 7g. 16

OW - 0.nn, .......>y r' ' .. ... "9"

- :n, .*c~oc,..n' "::'ticic

-ts ' tr ect to centr of hyednamic reaction

Superscri)t

• - denotes valuc of a"slip flo," -,,,""-,

Sibscri';tz

x - :'otcs .0 oCXf:K7 "'

S'-dcnotcs rci.ton to C.l..sold

- enotes external in flucnco

- denotes if::.cncc of -7ravl'-Y
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11 - denotes influence of fluid dynamic forces

- denotes direction of j coordinate; also - an ordinal number In

tirne intervals

- denotes maxdmal value
R - denotes relation to center of hydrodynamic reaction

r - denotes relation to a sphere

t - denotes relation to theory

- denotes true value of coordinates of a photogrammretrically

observed particle

- denotes relation to turbulence

u - denotcs direction of particle's velocity

, - relates tc projection on image )lanes of microscope-camera G 1 , G2 -

i espectively

- denotes terminal state

I
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X. APPENDLX

Here, the lengths (0 c) and (ro) as well as the angles ot .and €.a

(Fig. 33 a) are cxpurlwentally measured quantities whereas the angle - is a

known coni3ant ol the system.

Frorn Fig 33 a one has A

//-

in w hich (0) is givcn hy I
0 ) + (, A 4J

To calculate (Ac) we proceed by employing the cosine-law (Fig. 33 b) whereby I

(c)= (c) ) . ( )- [3,;]

II

while ('c):Qc) .., and (f0) - D) ,(dz Also, according to the

sine-theorem (Fig. 33 b)

r,. -f-.- 0 (C 1e
and consequently, since f) D C = 2- B.rC it is possible to obtain ADC

Thus, using again the sine-theorev, one gets

the length (0,0) , and finally, froin Eq. [IA], the angle _

-A


